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 Winds of change in the retail market  

• Profitability remains a concern  

• Developments across sub-sectors vary  

• Challenges ahead   

Sales are on the rise, but profitability remains a concern  
Retail trade enterprises expect their sales to rise (by 6.1% in 2017, according to a 
recent Swedbank survey) and they plan to employ more people in the near future 
just like in previous years. The profitability is still a concern, however. Profit to 
turnover has been on a declining trend in recent years. Surging labour costs 
hamper profitability like in other sectors in Estonia. According to a Swedbank’s 
survey, 32% of retailers had at least one shop operating with a loss (every 7th 
store was non-profitable). First quarter financial data of retailers shows a 
somewhat better picture than one year ago. Unlike past three years, sales grew 
faster than expenditure, and, therefore, profitability improved.  

Developments across sub-sectors vary  
While the sales of primary necessities, including food and motor fuel, still 
constitute the largest part in consumers’ basket, people spend more and more on 
entertainment, hobbies, etc. In 2016, profit’s share in turnover was the smallest 
among pharmacies, clothing and footwear stores, supermarkets, and gasoline 
sellers. Profitability is higher among online retailers (where costs are probably 
smaller), and other specialised stores (where competition could be less fierce than 
in the supermarket segment, for example). 

Challenges ahead  
Situation in the retail market is only becoming more challenging in the future. 
Firstly, the purchasing power of wage-earners will grow much less this year than in 
the past. This, in turn, would limit households’ consumption. Secondly, competition 
will grow. In addition to the increasing popularity of e-commerce, new retailers 
could enter the market. Also, a continuous expansion of retail space could mean 
lower sales in some locations that might be hard to leave from due to binding 
rental agreements.  
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Winds of change in the retail market  
Retail trade enterprises expect their sales to rise but the profitability is still a concern. 
Profitability could be hit further in the future if supply will grow more than demand.  

Sales are on the rise, but profitability remains a concern 

Retail sales has benefitted from an improved financial situation of households. Due to a fast 
growth of wages, households’ deposits are growing faster than their loan portfolio. 
Households’ debt burden as a share of their income has reached the lowest level in ten 
years. Retail sales are also supported by the expenditure of tourists. More than one million 
foreigners visited Estonia in the first quarter of 2017, which was 6% more than in the same 
quarter of 2016. The Bank of Estonia estimates that visitors spent a total of 200 million euros 
in Estonia in the first quarter, up by 5% (although the majority of this amount is probably 
spent on services rather than goods). Estonia’s EU presidency will probably add to higher 
tourist figures in the second half of 2017.  

 

Monthly surveys by the Estonian Institute of Economic Research show that the sentiment of 
retail trade enterprises has remained upbeat. Companies expect their sales to rise and they 
plan to employ more people in the near future just like in previous years. Swedbank’s recent 
retailers’ survey also showed that retailers are optimistic about their future. 65% of 
respondents expected higher sales in 2017 (+6.1%, on average).  

First quarter financial data shows a somewhat better picture than one year ago. Unlike past 
three years, sales grew faster than expenditure, and, therefore, profitability

1
 improved. In the 

first quarter of 2017, the turnover of retail trade
2
 grew 6.9%, and costs 5.9%, over the year. 

Retail trade companies’ profit to turnover jumped from -0.7% in the first quarter of 2016 to 
0.2% in the first quarter of 2017. Profit to turnover has been on a declining trend in recent 
years, falling from 3.0% in 2013 to 2.1% in 2016. Surging labour costs hamper profitability 
like in other sectors in Estonia. Personnel expenses constitute an important part of total 
costs in this field, forming 9.7% of total expenses in the first quarter. As Estonia’s labour 
market is tight and wages have been growing rapidly, retailers are investing in different self-
service devices.      

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 According to Statistics Estonia, profit/loss = turnover – total costs 

2
 except of motor vehicles and motorcycles, where the majority of turnover comes from wholesale.  
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Developments across sub-sectors vary, however. While the sales of primary necessities, 
including food and motor fuel, still constitute the largest part in consumers’ basket, people 
spend more and more on other goods. Currently, supermarkets amount to around 40% of 
the total retail sales in Estonia. Automotive fuel comes second with a 13% share, followed 
by stores specialising on household goods, construction materials and other goods. The 
purchasing power of Estonian consumers has risen rapidly in recent years due to a strong 
wage growth and stable prices, and, therefore, people can afford to spend more on 
entertainment, hobbies, etc. Sales of convenience goods has grown much less than the 
sales in stores specialising on non-essential goods, compared to one year or five years ago.  

  

Another important trend is sales via Internet, which is becoming increasingly popular. 
Statistics Estonia estimates that Estonian online retailers (whose main economic activity is 
online sales) sold 159 EUR mln worth of goods during the past 12 months (from Q2 2016 to 
Q1 2017; around 3% of total retail sales in the first quarter of 2017). As there are retailers 
who earn part of their turnover through online sales, and Estonians also order goods from 
abroad, the actual share of e-commerce is much higher than 3%. According to a recent 
Swedbank survey

3
, 39% of retail trade enterprises were engaged in e-commerce, mostly to 

support traditional sales.  

57% of people aged 16-74 bought something online during the past 12 months and 45% 
purchased something in the last three months (2016 data from Statistics Estonia)

4
. 59% of 

the online buyers in Estonia booked travel/accommodation, 55% bought tickets to different 
events, 53% bought travel or other insurance (sometimes as a packaged deal with their 
travel arrangements). Among goods, people more often bought clothes, shoes, sports 
goods; household goods; books, newspapers; and food and consumer goods. The Bank of 
Estonia’s data shows that the majority of online purchases are done from Estonian online 
stores (72% in the first quarter of 2016) and much less from foreign online stores (28% of 
the total turnover of online purchases in the first quarter of 2016).  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3
 Respondents were 193 retail trade enterprises with total sales of 2.4 EUR bln in 2016 (38% of total 

retail sales in Estonia). 
4
 The survey was conducted in the second quarter of 2016.  
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Trade margins
5
 in shops specialising in non-essential goods are much higher than the trade 

margins in stores specialising on food, fuel. Trade margins grew in most sub-sectors in 2016 
and in the first quarter of 2017, except in stores selling clothes and footwear, where 
competition has increased substantially in recent years with more brands and more retail 
space. Price increases that started towards the end of last year seem to have helped to lift 
the trade margins among retailers.  

  

Trade margins
6
 are the lowest in motor fuel sales and the highest among clothing and 

footwear sellers, where strong seasonality and unpredictable weather mean a long sales 
cycle. Clothing and footwear retail sales is one of the few sectors in Estonia where the 
average price level is above the EU28 average (105% in 2015). Prices of alcohol, tobacco; 
household goods; and food, non-alcoholic beverages amounted to 80-90% of the EU 
average, and consumer electronics around 100% of the EU average in 2015. Prices in 
Estonia are relatively high compared to our living standard because wholesale prices for 
Estonian buyers are relatively high due to small quantities sold in their shops, and costs are 
high due to relatively big retail spaces and long opening hours throughout the week.   

 

 

Higher trade margin does not necessarily result in higher profitability. Clothing and footwear 
stores’ profit to turnover ratio was among the smallest in 2016 and in the first quarter of 
2017. Profit’s share in turnover was rather low also among pharmacies, supermarkets, and 
gasoline sellers. Profitability seems higher among online retailers (where costs are probably 
smaller), and other specialised stores (where competition could be less fierce than in the 
supermarket segment, for example).     

                                                           
5
 Statistics Estonia calculates the trade margin as a difference in the turnovers of goods purchased and 

goods sold. 
6
 Again, as a difference in the turnovers of goods purchased and goods sold. 
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Swedbank’s recent survey among retailers also showed that the profitability of some stores 
is a concern. According to the survey, 32% of retailers had at least one shop operating with 
a loss (every 7

th
 store was non-profitable). Among the respondents whose sales exceeded 

10 EUR million, already 62% of enterprises had non-profitable stores. 36% of enterprises 
planned to renegotiate their rent terms during next 12 months.  

Challenges ahead 

Situation in the retail market is only becoming more challenging in the future. Firstly, the 
purchasing power of wage-earners will grow much less this year than in the past. In 2017, 
the growth of the average wage in real terms is expected to slow to around 3% (2013-2016 
average was 6.4% per year), as nominal growth of wages will be somewhat slower and 
prices will rise. The real growth of the average net wage rose by only 2.6% in the first 
quarter of this year. This, in turn, would limit households’ consumption. The substantially 
slower growth of wage-earners’ purchasing power will be smoothed by an increase in social 
transfers to pensioners, low-wage earners and children. Still, the annual growth of retail 
trade volumes decelerated to 2.0% during the first four months of 2017.  

Secondly, competition will grow. In addition to the increasing popularity of e-commerce, the 
media speculates on the possible market entry of the German supermarket chain Lidl. 
Currently, the supermarkets’ sector is quite evenly distributed among four-five big players. 
The possible entrance of Lidl would increase competition and put further pressure on stores’ 
profitability. Another risk is a continuous expansion of retail space, especially in Tallinn, 
where several new shopping areas have been opened recently or are in the development or 
construction phase. New shopping areas could mean that some existing locations might 
face lower sales. As rental agreements are usually agreed for a longer time period, it could 
be difficult to leave a certain location when sales have fallen, and, therefore, the share of 
stores earning a loss could grow. On the other hand, bigger competition among real estate 
developers could mean lower rents for retailers.  

 

Liis Elmik
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